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Major question:

How can non-histological criteria (e.g., molecular, imaging, clinical, 

other?) be used to enhance typing and grading of human brain tumors?

Subquestions:

1. What is the relationship between diagnosis and grade? Can tumor type and tumor grade be 

separated from one another, as occurs in other (non-brain) tumor types? This also brings up the 

question of whether grade reflects natural history or likely prognosis after therapy.

2. How does one make recommendations about the use of molecular testing? Is molecular analysis 

required or optional? If optional, how does one formulate diagnoses to demonstrate this variability 

clearly (see “straw man” below*)? If required, does molecular diagnosis become incorporated into 

overall diagnosis, or be added as an extra level to the histological diagnosis (see * below)?  Does 

one make recommendations about the type of test to use? Does one make recommendations 

about specific cut-off levels?

3. How does one formulate diagnoses if some institutions use molecular tests and others do not? If 

one uses molecular parameters to classify tumors, what does one call tumors that have the 

histological appearance but not the defining molecular feature? And what what does one do with a 

tumor that has the defining molecular features of one tumor type, but the histologic appearance of 

another? In the era of broad sequencing/profiling, how does one classify a tumor with an 

unexpected but diagnostic mutation/profile?

4. Should we recommend the use of radiology and clinical parameters for typing and grading—

keeping in mind that we already occasionally use such features for classification (e.g., location to 

diagnose medulloblastoma)? 
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